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I am Ramon Woofle, and I have gone from England, London there I have lived since I
were small. But I have moved, about an hour with train from London. There live family and
I, and my girlfriend from Wales and I have three children together. All the three children
are deaf, it is the five generations with deaf family. The gen which give deaf children is
strong in family mine.
You have a company, and can you tell more about it?
Eight years since, a good friend Mark Nelson and I became fed up of other who ruled us,
and told who we should work for. We would like to work independently, and we wanted
to set up something self. We established Remark, which eight years since had a good
developing. There work it many deaf and hearing that use sign language. Remark is
widely with six groups, and what are the six groups can you see at http://remark.uk.com/.
There find you explanations at the six groups. But it is same focus at sign language,
different film and editing. It doesn’t mean at it is a deaf company, but a film- making
company. It gives information to both hearing and deaf. I don’t work with focus at deaf,
but general for all. If I just keep focus at the areas for deaf, it didn’t go well. It will go well if
it is for all. The last eight yea s has been enjoying and experienceful. I believe that it
become more of it in ahead.
You come here to us frontrunners. Which topics do you speak about?
I flight here to frontrunners3, and I have been intent. My experiences I have picked up,
and gave them to frontrunners. My experiences are filled in a bucket like water, and I
empty the bucket. Yesterday at evening I spoke about a topic which was chancing.
When it comes a change maybe we became confused. How we can aspect the chance
and go. It happens, and we still move. Move with changing at the positive way. It means
that one is prepared at a chance, and “know” when it happens. If one don’t is prepared
at a chance that can confusing happen. One has to think positive how one can receive a
chancing well.
Today morning I explained and used the research about natural and birds that example
at how we can learn from them. An example is when we see birds flight in V in the air, we
can see that they have leadership when they flight in V, etc…
Later at the day I keep focus at we can establish a business, and what happens after the
establishing and the work process every days. How a leader can be related with our
workers, and how a leader can excite his/her workers such it be a good team. Also how
we can obtain customers who can pay us for the work. We can create projects, how we
can obtain these people and more.
What do you want to say to young people?
I have seen that deaf young people around in world have changed much where it is
normal. You must accept when changes happen, and think positive. You have to believe
at you self, you can undertake a dream. If you have it so must you go on. You cannot it if
you think that you don’t can take the dream. You can! Before that I were smaller I
dreamed about to establish own film and TV. Later I have succeeded with my aims. You
can it also 

